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ANON 1979 Professor J. FABERA, corresponding member of the Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences, has died. Easopis pro P&stov&i Matematiky 104, 101-106. In Czech. BIO- 
GRAPHY. MEASURE THEORY. QUANTUM MECHANICS. FOURIER INTEGRAL. PROTRAIT. 
(L. F. Meyers) #1363 
ASTRONOMIE 1979 L'Astronomie dans l'antiquit& classique. Actes du Colloque tenu 
3 1'Universitg de Toulouse-Le Mirail 21-23 octobre 1977. Paris: Les Belles Lettres. 
256 pp. illustrated. ISBN 2.251.32.503.4 (Collection d'&udes Anciennes.) ASTRONOMY 
in classical antiquity. Divided into GREEK and ROMAN astronomy, the 15 papers by 
various authors include: treatments of astronomical aspects of the works of EUCLID, 
SIMPLICIUS, HIPPARCHUS, AUTOLYCOS OF PITANE, and LUCRETIUS. (XL) #1364 
BAAYEN P C 1979 14th Dutch Mathematical Congress. Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde (3) 
27, preface. Announcement of lectures. Those of interest to mathematical historians 
are by H. FREUDENTHAL (abstracted), N. H. KUIPER, J. J. SEIDEL, B. L. VAN DER WAERDEN, 
A. BOREL, (abstracted), W. T. VAN EST, (abstracted). The Congress was held at the 
same time as the Bicentennial Congress of the WISKUNDIG GENOOTSCHAP (see #1169). 
(L. F. Meyers) #1365 
BARBEAU E J Euler subdues a very obstreperous series. The American Mathematical 
Monthly 86, 356-372. L. EULER's attempts to provide a meaning to assigning a sum 
to the series 1 - l! + 2! - 3! + . . . . (ACL) #1366 
BOREL A 1979 On the development of LIE GROUP theory. Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde 
(3) 27, 13-25. The L. E. J. BROUWER memorial lecture of the WISKUNDIG GENCOTSCHAP 
(see BAAYEN). H. WEYL,'E. CARTAN, and many other contributors to the theory are 
mentioned. (L. F. Meyers) #1367 
BOTTAZZINI UMBERTO 1980 Algebraische Untersuchungen in Italien, 1850-1863. HM 7, 
24-37. E. BETTI. F. BRIOSCHI. A. CAYLEY. J. J. SYLVESTER. (ACL) #1368 
BOTTAZZINI UMBERTO 1980 TARDY's letters and library in Genoa. HM 7, 84-85. 
(ACL) #1369 
BOTTEMA 0 1977 S. C. "an Veen, vijftig jaar doctor (S. C. VAN VEEN, fifty years a 
doctor). Nieuw Arch&f vocx Wiskunde (3) 25, 339-350. BIOGRAPHY. CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS. ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 50 items. 
(L. F. Meyers) #1370 
BRENER J L 1979 Student days--1930. The American Mathematical Monthly 86, 350-356. 
Mathematical and academic anecdotes, mainly from HARVARD UNIVERSITY. (ACL) #1371 
BUTZER PAUL L 1979 Leben und Wirken E. B. Christoffels (1829-1900). Pp. 5-21 in 
journal abstracted under CHRISMFFEL. Life and works of Christoffel. Photographs 
of Christoffel and contemporaries are included. (ACL) #1372 
CAIRNS S S 1978 Letter to the editor. Mathematical intelligencer l(3). 124-126. 
Additional contributions and awards of MARSTON MORSE. AMERICAN mathematics. 
(See #854.) (D. E. Zitarelli) #1373 
CAMPBELL-KELLY MARTIN 1980 Programming the EDSAC: Early programming activity at 
the University of Cambridge. Annals of the History of Computers 2, 7-36. This 
article describes the development of EDSAC's PROGRAMMING system from May 1949 through 
1952. EDSAC. SUBROUTINE. ASSEMBLER. MACRO. DEBUGGING. M.". WILKES, D. S. WHEELER, 
S. GILL. The paper concludes with the author's assessment oftie programming activity. 
An appendix includes an illustration of the TPK Algorithm from D. E. KNUTH and P. L. 
TRABB. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (H. S. Tropp) #1374 
CHRISTOFFEL ELWIN BRUNO 1979 Gedenkschrift zus 150. Wiederkehr des Geburtstages. 
Heimatblstter des Kreises Aachen 34/35 (Issues 3 and 4 of 1978 and 1 of 1979 combined.) 
Nine papers devoted to aspects of E. B. CHRISTOFFEL's life and work on the 150th 
anniversary of his birth on 10 November 1829 in Monschau. This collection appears 
in conjunction with the international Christoffel symposium noticed in HM 6, 322. 
The seven papers directly related to history of mathematics are abstracted here under 
the authors: P. L. Butzer, R. Dieregsweiler, M. Jansen, E. Knobloch, M.-A. Knus, 
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Karl "on Meyen. In addition there is a paper on Monschau in the mid-nineteenth 
century by H. St&-&ix, and one on Strassburg University to 1918 by F. R. Wollme- 
sh;iuser. Also, there is a reproduction of Christoffel's handwritten vita of 1859 
and a bibliography of his 35 papers. Copiously illustrated. (ACL) #1375 
CLAUDE CRISTIAN & MARCUS s & TEVY I 1979 The first example of a RECURSIVE FUNCTION 
which is not primitive recursive. HM 6, 380-384. W. ACKERMANN. G. SUDAN 
(ACL) #1376 
D'AMBROSIO UBIPATAN 1979 History of IBERO-AMERICAN mathematics. HM 6, 452-453. 
(ACL) #1377 
D'AMORE BRUNO and MATTEUZZI M L M 1976 Gli interessi matematici, dalle origine al 
1600. Venice: Marsilio. 174 pp. Index. CB 104, 249. #1378 
DAVIS M & HAUSNER M 1978 The joy of infinitesimals. Mathematical Intelligencer 
1 (31, 168-170. Book review of J. Keisler's Elementary Calculus. NON-STANDARD 
ANALYSIS. (D. E. Zitarelli) #1379 
DEMIDOV S S & VOLODARSKY A I 1980 Second Summer Conference on the History of Mathe- 
matics in the Soviet Union. HM 7, 71-75. (XL) #1380 
DIEREGSWEILER RUDOLF 1979 Christoffels Schulzeit in Kiiln. Pp. 35-43 in journal 
abstracted under CHRISTOFFEL. Christoffel's school years in Cologne, 1844-1849. 
(ACL) #1381 
DRBOHLAV K 1979 Eightieth birthday of Academician Vladimir KORINEK. CIasopis pro 
Pgstovlni Mathematiky 104, 210-213. In Czech. BIOGRAPHY. PROTRAIT. 
(L. F. Meyers) #1382 
EDWARDS H 1978 A short history of the FIELDS MEDAL. Mathematical Intelligencer 
1 (3), 127-129. Account of Fields' establishment of the medal. List of winners, 
Addresses, CANADIAN mathematics (D. E. Zitarelli) #1383 
EISENBERG SHELDON M 1980 Another approach to a history of mathematics course for 
undergraduates. HM 7, 82-83. (ACL) #1384 
ENGELSMAN S B 1980 LAGRANGE's early contributions to the theory of FIRST-ORDER 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. HM 7, 7-23. (ACL) #1385 
ESTY WARREN W 1979 Ancient PORTRAITS of mathematicians. HM 6, 437-441. 
(ACL) #1386 
F&ERA J 1977 Twenty-five years of the Mathematical Institute of the CZECHOSLOVAK 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. Easopis pro Pgstovdni Matematiky 102, 321-333. In Czech. 
General discussion of the mathematical activity of the Institute, in particular 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, NUMERICAL METHODS, GRAPH THEORY, MATHEMATICAL LCGIC, FUNCTIONAI 
ANALYSIS, TOPOLOGY, and STATISTICS. (L. F. Meyers) #1387 
FABIAN F et al. 1978 Evolution of mathematical appointments to the mathematics- 
physics faculty of CHARLES UNIVERSITY in the years 1953-1978. rasopis pro Pestovdnl 
Matematiky 103, l-7. In Czech. Organization of the mathematics faculty, including 
chart of chairs. PRAGUE. (L. F. Meyers) #1388 
FISCHLER ROGER 1979 A remark on EUCLID II, 11. HI4 6, 418-422. (ACL) #1389 
FREUDENTHAL H 1979 Telkens vijftig jaren (At fifty-year intervals). Nieuw Archief 
vow Wiskunde (3) 27, 30-49. In Dutch. A snapshot view of mathematics in every 
jubilee year (1778, 1828, 1878, 1928, and 1978) of the WISKUNDIG GENOOTSCHAP on the 
bicentennial of its founding. The presidential address, mentioned in abstract for 
BAAYEN. Did you know that Florence NIGHTINGALE collected mortality statistics for 
QUETELET? (L. F. Meyers) #1390 
GALOIS EVARISTE 1978 Discussion on the progress of pure ANALYSIS. The American 
Mathematical Monthly 85, 565-567. Apparently the first English translation of an 
essay by Galois written in 1832. (ACL) #1391 
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GAUTHIER YVON 1978 L'~pist&i?ologie fran+se des math&natiques. Critique (Paris) 
34, 3-36. Discusses 20th-century French PHILOSOPHY of mathematics. CB 104. 
252. 111392 
GILLINGS R J 1979 The recta of the RHIND mTHEMATICAL PAPYRUS and the EGYPTIAN 
MATHEMATICAL LEATHER ROLL. HM 6. 442-447. (ACL) #1393 
GLYMOUR CLARK 1977 The EPISTEMOLOGY of GEOMETRY. NOUS 11, 227-251. CB 104, 
254. 11394 
GOOD 13 1979 A. M. TURING's statistical work in World War II. (Studies in the 
History of Probability and Statistics XXXVII) Biometrika 66 (2). 393-396. Unwblished 
and formerly classified contributions to CRYPTANALYSIS are briefly recounted. Profess0 
Good was Turing's main statistical 'assistant in 1941. BAYES FACTORS. SEQUENTIAL 
ANALYSIS. WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE. DECIBAN. WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF FACTORS. DECISION THEORY. 
REPEAT RATE. (J. Albree) #1395 
GRAY JEREMY 1980 The history of the concept of a FINITE-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR SPACE. 
HM 7, 65-70. (ACL) s1396 
GROSS KENNETH I 1978 On the tvolution of NONCOMMUTATIVE HARMONIC ANALYSIS. The 
American Mathematical Monthly 85. 525-548. (ACL) k1397 
HALLERBERG ARTHUR E 1975 House Bill No. 246 Revisited. Proceedings of the Indiana 
Academy of Science 84, 374-399. In 1897 the Indiana state legislature attempted 
to pass a bill establishing a new way of SQUARING THE CIRCLE which in essence would 
have provided for a new value of 1~ for the state. An account of the bill's proposer, 
Dr. E. J. GOODWING, is given. (ACL) 41398 
HAMADANIZADEH JAVA 1980 The TRIGONOMETRIC TABLES of AL-l&H? in his Zij-I Khaqani. 
HM 7, 38-45. Early fifteenth century. (ACL) It1399 
HAVLiEEK K 1977 I" memory of Vladimir MAHEL. &asopis pro Pestov6ni Matematiky 102, 
95-99. In Czech. BIOGRAPHY, GEOMETRY, COMBINATORICS. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 20 items. 
(L. F. Meyers) #1400 
HAWKINS WILLIAM F 1979 The first calculating machine (JOHN NAPIER, 1617). News- 
letter of the New Zealand Mathematical Society 16 (Supplement), l-23. Napier published 
his pioneering design for a CFlLCULATING MACHINE, his Promptuary, in Rabdoloyiae 
(1617). A complete English translation of Napier's specification is given, and a 
working Promptuary has been constructed (G. J. Tee) $1401 
HERSH R 1978 Introducing IMRE LAKATOS. Mathematical Intelligencer 1 (3), 148-151. 
Discussion of Lakatos' PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS, concentrating on his Ph.D. thesis. 
(D. E. Zitarelli) 61402 
JANSEN MANFRED 1979 Die Ahnen Elwin Bruno Christoffels. Pp. 23-26 I" journal 
abstracted under CHRISTOFFEL. Christoffel's ancestors are traced, sane as far as 
25 generations ago. Dates and places are given for birth, death, marriages, and 
burials. (ACL) #1403 
KENNEDY HUBERT 1979 JAMES MILLS PEIRCE and the cult of QUATERNIONS. HM 6, 423- 
429. (ACL) 111404 
KERP B 1978 Sixtieth birthday of dot. RNDr. Karel DtiBEK. &.sopis pro PPstovCni 
Matematiky 103, 319-325. I" Czech. BIOGRAPHY. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, KINEMATICS. 
PORTRAIT. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 87 items. (L. F. Meyers) #1405 
KING DAVID A 1979 Supplementary notes on MEDIEVAL ISLAMIC MULTIPLICATION TABLES. 
HM 6, 405-417. (ACL) #1406 
KNOBLOCH EBERHARD 1979 HERBERT MESCHKOWSKI 70 Jahre. Human~smus und Technik 22, 
155-159. An appreciation of the historian on his 70th birthday and a bibliography 
of his publications. (ACL) #1407 
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KNOBLOCH EBERHARD 1979 Die Berliner Gewerbeakademie und ihre Mathematiker. Pp. 55- 
64 in journal abstracted under CHRISTOFFEL. The Berlin trade school and its mathe- 
maticians. The trade school where K. WEIERSTRASS and Christoffel (from 1868 to 
1872) taught was one of the predecessors of the present Technische Universitft Berlin. 
(ACL) #1408 
KNUS M-A 1979 Die Mathematik an der polytechnischen Schule Ziirich zur &it Chris- 
toffels. Pp. 45-54 in journal abstracted under CHRISTOFFEL. Mathematics at the 
polytechnical school at Ziirich during the time of Christoffel. Christoffel taught at 
what is today the ETH (Eidqenossiche Technische Hochschule) Ziirich 1862-1868. 
(ACL) #1409 
KO&R I 1979 Ten years of the Brno branch of the Mathematical Institute of the 
CZECHOSLOVAK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. &sopis pro PQstov&i Mathematiky 104, 323-326. 
Summary of activities. (L. F. Meyers) #1410 
KRAEMER E 1979 Seventieth birthday of Jan VYz$N. &sopis pro P6stov6ni Mathematiky 
104, 107-111. 1x1 Czech. MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. Partial BIBLIOGRAPHY of 39 items. 
BIOGRAPHY. (L. F. Meyers) #1411 
LAKATOS I 1978 CAUCHY and the CONTINUUM. Mathematical Intelliqencer 1 (31, 151- 
161. NON-STANDARD ANALYSIS. A ROBINSON. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. ABEL. SEIDEL. 
BOLZANO. (C. E. Zitarelli) #1412 
LE LIONNAIS F & BOWIER A & GEORGE M 1979 Dictionnaire des mathGmatiques. Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France. xiv + 832 pp. 270 Francs. With 7600 key words 
and 700 illustrations, this dictionary covers primary, secondary, university, and 
technical educational topics (P. Duqac) #1413 
LENOIR TIMOTHY 1979 DESCARTES and the qeometrization of thought: The methodological 
background of Descartes' G&metric?. HM 6, 355-379. (ACL) #1414 
LEWIS A C 1978 An archive for AMERICAN MATHEMATICS. Mathematical Intelligencer 
1 (3). 175-176. Depository of papers from professors and institutions at the 
Humanities Research Center, Austin, Texas. (D. E. Zitarelli) #1415 
LLOYD E KEITH 1979 On the forgotten Mr. Vincent. HM 6, 448-450. A. J. H. VINCENT. 
(ACL) t1416 
LOHNE J A 1979 Essays on THOMAS HARRIOT: I. Billiard balls and laws of collision. 
II. Ballistic parabolas. III. A survey of Harriet's scientific writings. Archive 
for History of Exact Sciences 20, 189-312. Part III includes Harriot's writings on 
GREEK and RENAISSANCE mathematics, SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY, and a Section on Ha-riot 
and F. Viete. (ACL) #1417 
MAGNUS W 1978 MAX DEHN. Mathematical Intelliqencer 1 (31, 132-143. Description 
of some of Dehn's results, and those of his students, in GROUP THEORY, GEOMETRY, and 
TOPOLOGY. Profile of his personality. Evaluation of the secondary effects of his 
work. List of publications. PHOTO. (D. E. Zitarelli) #1418 
MALIK M A 1979 A history of mathematics course for teachers. HM 6, 450-451. 
(ACL) #1419 
I 
MARCZYNSKI R W 1980 The First Seven Years of Polish Digital Computers. Annals of 
the History of Computers 2, 37-48. This paper discusses COMPUTER developments in 
POLAND primarily from 1952 to 1959 and their increasing complexity and sophistication 
as they evolved. During the 1952-1959 era, four electronic computers were built: 
EMAL and XYZ at the Mathematical Institute, BINEG at the Warsaw Technical University, 
and Em-2 jointly by the Warsaw Technical University and the Nuclear Research Insti- 
tute. The paper includes wiring diagrams, coding instructions, photographs, and a 
Polish Computer "tree" for the period 1952-1966. (H. S. Tropp) #1420 
MEHRTENS HERBERT 1980 Workshop on the Social History of Mathematics, HM 7, 75-79 
(ACL) #1421 
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MEJLBO LARS C 1978 Noqle fundamentale satninqerom reelle tal oq dues historic 
(Some fundamental theorems on real numbers and their history). Nordisk Matematisk 
Tidskrift 25/26, 57-69; summary in English on p. 111. In Danish. A clearly written 
discussion (for nonspecialists) of the contributions of B. BOLZANO, A. L. CAUCHY, 
K. WEIERSTRASS, and H. E. HEINE to theorems connected with the completeness of the 
real number system. The author remarks that Cauchy's convergence criterion should 
have been named after Bolzano, who realized its importance, The "fault" is FRECHET's. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY of 27 items. (L. F. Meyers) 111422 
METROPOLIS N and WORLTON J 1980 A trilogy of errors in the history of computing. 
Annals of the History of Computers 2, 49-53. This is a reprint of a paper which 
originally appeared in Proceedings, First LISA-Japan Conference, October 1972 and 
a" abstract appeared in HM 3, 375. Extensive BIBLIOGRAPHY. (H S. Tropp) #1423 
MEYENN KARL VON 1979 Die Reorganisation der Strassburger Universit?it im Jahre 1872 
und Christoffels Berufunq auf den mathematischen Lehrstuhl. Pp. 68-74 in journal 
abstracted under CHRISTOFFEL. The reorganization of Strassburg University in 1872 
and Christoffel's call to the mathematics chair. (ACL) #1424 
MEYENN KARL VON 1979 Christoffel a" der Kaiser-Wilhelms-Universitgt in Strassburg. 
Pp. 75-79 in journal abstracted under CHRISTOFFEL. An account of Christoffel as a 
Professor at Strassburg University 1872-1895. (ACL) #1425 
MILLER LEO 1979 Milton and Vlacq. Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 
73, 145-207. "In connection with Milton bibliography ADRIAN VLACQ is remembered as 
a" unprincipled publisher of [pirated] editions, but in the history of mathematics 
Adrian Vlacq is commemorated as a benefactor." Vlacq's history is described from a 
bibliographic point of view, and, in particular, his relation with EZECHIEL DE DECKER 
in the production of tables of LOGARITHMS is explored. "If Adrian Vlacq's fame is 
in part owing to his underhanded filching of opportunity from Briqqs, his treatment 
of Ezechiel de Decker is to a far higher degree most questionable." A checklist of 
Vlacq's publications during the period 1651-1666 is appended. (ACL) #1426 
NANKAR M L 1979 History of PERFECT NUMBERS. Ganlta Bharati: Bulletin of the Indian 
Society for History of Mathematics 1, 7-8. (ACL) #1427 
NEUENSCHWANDER E 1979 Augusti" CAUCHY: Ein Wendepunkt in der Geschichte der 
Analysis: Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde (3) 27, 50-69. BIOGF!APHY. Sketch of Cauchy's 
development of his INTEGRAL theorem and integral formula. CC+?PLEX ANALYSIS. 
(L. F. Meyers) #1428 
NEUENSCHWANDER ERWIN 1979 Biographisches und Kulturhistorisches aus Briefen und 
Akten "on LUDWIG SCHL&'LI. Gesnerus 36, 277-299. Schl;ifli (1814-1895) throughout his 
life taught only in Switzerland. "In my paper are published nine of his letters of 
cultural and biographical value from the Casorati-Nachlass, supplementing my previous 
mathematical study on this Nachlass. I also take the opportunity to clarify some 
little known periods of Schlxfli's life, correct some mistakes in former biographies, 
and publish four documents out of Bernese archives." (ACL) #1429 
NEUMAN F 1979 Eightieth birthday of Academician Otakar BORUVKA. Casopis pro Pds- 
tov6"i Matematiky 104, 214-220. In Czech. BIOGRAPHY. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 20 items 
(continuing that of Vol. 84 (1959). 248-250, and Vol. 94 (1969). 244-247). PORTRAIT 
THEORY OF GRAPHS. PROJECTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
(L. F. Meyers) #1430 
OAKLEY CLETUS 0 and BAKER J C 1978 The MORLEY TRISECTOR THEOREM. The America" 
Mathematical Monthly 85, 737-745. Description of proofs of FRANK MORLEY's famous 
theorem with annotated bibliography of 150 items. (ACL) #1431 
PEDERSEN KIRSTI M 1979 Caspar Wessel oq de komplexe tals reprasentation (&spar 
Wessel and the representation of complex numbers). Nordisk Matematisk Tidskrift 27, 
49-55. Danish, with English summary on p. 87. Some brief biographical notes, together 
with a careful outline of the content of WESSEL's only mathematical paper (The analy- 
tical description of direction, a" investigation applied to the solution of plane 
and spherical polygons, (in Danish), Det Kongeliqe Danske Videnskbernes Selskabs 
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Skrifter, Nye Samling 5 (1799), 469-518, English translation in D. E. Smith, A 
Source Book of Mathematics 55-66). The paper was rediscovered in 1895 by 
S. A. CHRISTENSEN and S. LIE. (L. F. Meyers) #1432 
ROBINSON GILBERT DE B 1979 The Mathematics Department in the University of Toronto 
1827-1978. Toronto: Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto. 114 pp. 
illustrated. $8.00 paperback. $12.00 clothbound. ISBN o-7727-1600-5. Copies avail- 
able from: University of Toronto Bookstores, Toronto, Canada M5S lA6. With over 60 
illustrations, mainly photographs of faculty members, this history of the mathematics 
department at the UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO gives d chronoloqical account. Appendices 
include lists of Ph.D., M.A., and M.Sc. degree recipients, 1915-1978, and an alpha- 
betical register of staff members with an indication of their mathematical interests 
or last locations. The register also serves as an index. (ACL) #1433 
ROSS BERTRAM 1979 Euler's letter to Goldbach announcing the discovery of an integral 
representation for X!. Ganita BhZirati: Bulletin of the Indian Society for History 
of Mathematics 1, 9-12. L. EULER, C. GOLDBACH. Translation into English of letter 
of 8 January 1730. (ACL) #1434 
ROTTLiiNDER ROLF C A 1978 On the mathematical connections of ANCIENT MEASURES OF 
LENGTH. Acta praehistorica et archaeologica 7-8, 59-61. Compares measures of 
length from prehistoric Iran, Suer, ancient Egypt, ancient Rome, and Thorn's megal- 
ithic yard. (J. Hbyrup) #1435 
SCRIBA CHRISTOPH J 1980 VIGGO BRUN: In Memoriam. HM 7, l-6. (ACL) #1436 
SEDA V 1979 Sixtieth birthday of Professor Marko &EC. Mathematics Slovaca 29, 425- 
428. In Slovak. BIOGRAPHY. BILIOGRAPHY of 30 items. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS. (L. F. Meyers) #1437 
SEGAL S L 1980 HELMUT HASSE in 1934. HM 7, 46-56. GOTTINGEN. (ACL) #1438 
SELBERG SIGNUND 1979 Viggo Brun in memoriam. Nordisk Matematisk Tidskrift 27, 3-9. 
In Norweigan (English summary on p. 48). A short non-technical description of 
BRUN's work, which was principally concerned with PRIME NUMBERS and SIEVE METHODS. 
GOLDBACH CONJECTURE. TWIN PRIMES. NUMBER THEORY. PORTRAIT. (L. F. Meyers) #1439 
SILVESTRI RICHARD 1979 SIMPLE GROUPS OF FINITE ORDER in the nineteenth century. 
Archive for History of Exact Sciences 20, 313-356. E. GALOIS. A.-L. GAUCHY. C. JORDAN 
F. KLEIN. 0. HijLDER. F. N. COLE. W. BURNSIDE. G. FROBENIUS. G. A. MILLER. L. E. DICK- 
SON. Bibliography. (ACL) #1440 
SINGH PAP&l&NAND 1979 A critical study of the contribution of NAtiYAyA PAWPITA to 
HINDU MATHEMATICS. (Summary of a doctoral thesis.) Gacita Bharati: Bulletin of 
the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 1, 5-6. 14th century AD. Bihar Uni- 
versity thesis, 1978. (ACL) #1441 
SNYDER SAMUEL S 1980 Computer advances pioneered by cryptologic organizations. 
Annals of the History of Computers 2. 60-70. A survey of NSA computer developments 
beginning with DEMON (1948) and concluding with HARVEST (1962). MAGNETIC DRUMS. 
ATLAS I and II. ABNER. LIGHTNING. BOGART. SOLO. ERA 1101. UNIVAC 1103. RAYDAC. EDVAC. 
TRANSAC S-1000 and S-2000. PHILCO S-2000. IBM 701, 702, 704, and 705. STRETCH. 
A.E.C. CRYPTOLOGY. Author concludes with a brief summary of the impact of NSA 
(National Security Agency) on the COMPUTER industry. (H.S. Tropp) #1442 
STOWASSER ROLAND & MOHRY BENNO 1978 Rekursive Verfahren: Ein problemorientierter 
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